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The Nova Incident is a science fiction novel by Harry Turtledove, the third
book in his Galactic Cold War series. The novel follows the events of the
Nova incident, in which a Soviet nuclear missile is launched at the United
States, and the subsequent outbreak of a nuclear war between the two
superpowers.

The novel begins with the launch of a Soviet nuclear missile from a
submarine in the Pacific Ocean. The missile is detected by the United
States' early warning system, and the President of the United States orders
a retaliatory strike. The United States launches its own nuclear missiles,
and the two superpowers are soon engaged in a full-scale nuclear war.

The novel follows the events of the war from the perspectives of several
characters, including a Soviet submarine captain, an American fighter pilot,
and a British intelligence officer. The novel also explores the political and
social consequences of the war, including the rise of a new world order and
the emergence of a new global superpower.

The Nova Incident is a gripping and thought-provoking novel that explores
the dangers of nuclear war. The novel is a must-read for fans of science
fiction and military history.
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Captain Ivan Korshunov: A Soviet submarine captain who is tasked
with launching a nuclear missile at the United States.

Lieutenant Colonel John "Blackjack" McGraw: An American fighter
pilot who is shot down over Soviet territory.

Major Sarah Connor: A British intelligence officer who is tasked with
investigating the Nova incident.

Setting

The Nova Incident is set in the near future, in a world where the Cold War
between the United States and the Soviet Union has escalated into a
nuclear war. The novel is set in a variety of locations, including the United
States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain.

Themes

The Nova Incident explores a number of themes, including the dangers of
nuclear war, the importance of diplomacy, and the rise of a new world
order. The novel also examines the human cost of war, and the ways in
which war can change people.

Reception

The Nova Incident was met with critical acclaim. The novel was praised for
its realism, its suspenseful plot, and its thought-provoking exploration of the
dangers of nuclear war. The novel was nominated for the Hugo Award for
Best Novel in 1993.

The Nova Incident is a gripping and thought-provoking novel that explores
the dangers of nuclear war. The novel is a must-read for fans of science



fiction and military history.
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